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About This Game

Mini Ninjas is a game that combines furious action with stealth and exploration for an experience that appeals to a wide
audience across age groups and preferences. It’s an action-adventure with a strong focus on allowing the player freedom to

explore the world and has the depth to allow for very varied gameplay and approaches to getting through the game.
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Title: Mini Ninjas
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
IO Interactive
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2009

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and Vista

Processor: PIV/Athlon 3.2ghz or higher processor

Memory: 512MB system RAM (1GB Vista)

Graphics: ATI Radeon X1300 or higher / Nvidia Geforce 6600 or higher (shader model 3 required) graphics card

Hard Drive: 5.85GB free space

Sound: DirectX 9 compatible sound card

English,French,German,Italian
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Really nice game!
Save the world from an evil man who turns all the animals into mindless ninjas
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=297719479. This adventure game is cute, to say the least. It is a very
adorable action game that has a nice little plot that offers an occasional chuckle. The scenery is very lovely and the gameplay is
simple yet engaging enough to keep you quite entertained. I really enjoyed this very much as for the kawaii little treat that it
was.. i really enjoy this game but theres the glitch were there is no sound :(. It's fun, relaxing and with simple fight and some
combos. Just not deserve the full price, this game was made it 9 years ago. I still like it.. Its fun offline game.. and funny mini
ninjas
Great gameplay. Now here's a little gem that I ignored for far too long! Amazing and real suitable voiceovers, a simply
enchanting storyline with narration to go along with it, merely breathtaking landscapes in a far-eastern feudal japanese
backdrop, despite the comic style - and of course just the cutest little graphics and character designs! Even if you're not as
obsessed with ninjas and japan in general, you just might like the easy to use and gripping combat system that allows you to use
special attacks, work magics and switch between various different ninjas on the fly. Pirates, go home!. Cute game. Played it as a
kid. Fun to pass the time. Doesn`t have alot of replay value but it has some depth with spells to learn and new characters to
unlock.. Even though it has been designed with kids in mind, with the lack of adult themes, it did actually entertain me. It's a
very laid back hack and slash adventure that can be enjoyed by all ages. The combat is the weakest part as it is very simple
compaired to most other games in the same genre. However the art style and Japanese setting is very nice to look at and actually
it's simplicity makes it all the more enjoyable to play and explore. It tries to encoporate an open world design for each level
while still being very linear, like the Crysis series there are different ways to approach and complete each goal. Overall I
recommend this game to anyone who has younger kids to entertain, or has an interest in Japanese culture, or anyone that wants
to switch off and kill a few hours. 7.5/10. the only bad thing is that you can't change the graphics
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Really nice game to couch-play without having to focus too much, especially with a wireless controller. The graphics in the
game create a sort of cozy feeling even though all enemies look about the same and it seems like they took a few shortcuts
during development by reusing character models more than usual the game still did not feel too repetative as is the case in many
similar games. Anyways, I really liked playing through it and would recommend it to others that are looking for a less serious
adventure. Very fun game, with some impressive environments. I had a good time playing it.. An overall very fun time killer!
Brings some serious nostalgia from when I had (and beat) this on DS as a kid (6 or 7 years old). Mechanics are simple and tight.
The aesthetics are simplistic yet very pleasing. Within the first hour and a half of this game, I've completed the first boss and
there are five total. Not a bad amount of play time. $10 isn't too shabby a price either. If you have spare money and want a game
you can just enjoy I definitely recommend this.. Runs well on less-than-dominating hardware, graphics are on par for 2009
which is still decently playable a decade later. I hadn't heard of this when it was new, but picked it up during the winter sale, and
in the first hour it so far hasn't disappointed. It's not super violent or gory (you beat enemies until they turn into forest animals,
like a Sonic game). Great game for the kids; my 7 and 11 year olds both enjoy playing this (although some of the bosses are a
bit tough for the 7yo).

Sound: I notice a few reviews indicate that sound doesn't work; I originally had no issues with sound on one PC (Dell Precision
6600 with Windows 7); sound is enabled by default and just worked. Then I tried the game on a Dell Precision 6800, also Win7,
and the sound was not working. Fortunately, there is a guide in the Steam community which links to the fix. You install the thing
and then sound will work. I would link to it, but the person who posted the guide also uploaded the file for download, so just go
and thank them for their effort while you're there.

Controls: I only used keyboard/touchpad so far, which is passable. This works well with the Steam controller. Not a whole lot
to say beyond that. It's not a walking simulator, although the quests do send you long distances to collect a thing and take it to a
place... ANNOUNCEMENT: YOU CAN, I REPEAT, CAN PLAY THIS GAME WITH WINDOWS 7-10. I HAVE 10 AND I
PLAY IT FINE.

First thing: I did not play this game because its "cute". I played this game for the nostalgia and the gameplay itself.

Now that that's out of the way, lets talk.

I gotta say: THIS GAME IS AMAZING!!! I remember buying this game a week after release from Best Buy on the Wii when I
was 7. God damn the memories. I used to think this game was hard, but ive played the first mission and it's a lot easier than
that♥♥♥♥♥♥remote.

This game has got:
1. Amazing environment and art style. I fell in love with the environments so many times over, and I would fall it love with it
over and over again.
2. Amazing music. It's so calming and soothing when the time is right, but intense and extra loud when it needs to be.
3. An AMAZING LOOKING cutscene for every character as you unlock them (extras menu)
4. Fun characters to play as (Six in total), each with their own abilities and strengths (my personal favorite to play is Shun, the
bow ninja), and gives the gameplay variety (although you may spend a lot of time playing as Hiro.)
5. Hardly violent (so good for kids)
6. I feel like a real ninja playing this game. I dont know why. I just do.
7. Who doesn't love ninjas? Am i right?

The only thing I would say is bad about this game (well not bad but stupid)
They have an easy way to defeat every boss, except for the final boss, which is SUPER HARD on the highest difficulty.
But other than that this game is worth the buy.
I couldn't say anything less for this amazing game.
I love it. :). pretty fun totally recomend to any kid or child adult like me :P. This is truly the Dark Souls of kids games. Really
simple, nice atmosphere not s/thing serious
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